
6. Key takeaways
With spatial data we are able to:

1) Identify unknown cell types from scRNA-seq
2) Find possible examples of mRNA localization
3) Identify genes linked to spatial patterns in the 
brain

But: linking all cell types remains a challenge

Future goals: integrating replicates into a virtual 
fly brain?
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5. Spatial domains

Photoreceptors

Dorsal: Wnt10

Ventral: Wnt4

Ventral-dorsal patterning

Central brain: pros
Optic lobe: scro

Previously we identified the transcription factors 
prospero and scarecrow as likely regulators of 
central brain and optic lobe fate.

Using our spatial data we could confirm that these 
factors are expressed in these spatial domains, 
with high consistency across replicates.

Similarly, we identify a dorsal-ventral axis in the 
optic lobe governed by Wnt signalling.
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sens
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In photoreceptors, we are able to separate the two main 
classes: 

     1) inner photoreceptors (sens): color vision 

     2) outer photoreceptors (dve): motion detection

Optic lobe vs Central brain4. Integration
How to integrate scRNA-seq data with spatial data?

scRNA Spatial data

map cells

compare
gene expression

DAPI staining Cell segmentation

scRNAseq

Mapped cell types

outer photoreceptor cell
lamina monopolar neuron L2
optic-lobe-associated cortex glial cell

combination of multiple 
exposures

Workflow

We have built an automated pipeline in Nextflow to analyze spatial 
data and integrate it with existing scRNA-seq data. These pipelines 
will be integrated within the VSN framework. 

Furthermore, this pipeline can be expanded to other models as 
mouse liver.VSN 

Other models: mouse liver
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https://github.com/vib-singlecell-nf/vsn-pipelines

How to link mRNA to cells?

DAPI staining is used to identify nuclei --> but nuclei are 
densely packed --> segmentation-free analysis!

Some mRNA species from synaptic genes are detected 
where there is no DAPI signal, while neuropeptide genes 
form “Donuts”. This could hint at mRNA localization into 
the axons and synapses.

3. mRNA localization

Challenge 1: Fly nuclei are tiny 
                      +densely packed!

Challenge 2: mRNA localization?
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2. Fly brain at spatial resolution
Molecular CartographyTM 

anterior

genes displayed: Oaz, acj6, C15, kn, br, CG8641

Z-axis reveals projection neurons of the antennal lobe
posterior

Main classes
para, alrm, ninaC

Neurotransmitters
VAChT, Gad1, Vmat

Unknown markers vg, otp Fer1, AstC

100 genes were selected based on scRNA-seq 
using different criteria:
1) technical controls
2) markers of known cell types
3) markers of unknown clusters

The neuronal marker para, astrocyte marker 
alrm and photoreceptor marker ninaC show 
the location of major classes: neurons in the 
cortex and astrocytes in the neuropils. The 
neurotransmitter expresssion shows that the 
majority of neurons is cholinergic, with 
enrichment of GABAergic neurons in the 
central brain. Vmat labels a subset of 
dopaminergic neurons.

Using smFISH data we are able to locate the 
nuclei of unknown clusters using specific 
marker gene expression.

We further performed multiple z-stacks, 
allowing the visualization of different cell 
types across the brain.

1. Fly brain at single-cell level
scRNA/ATAC-seq of 300k cells
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Central Blob

scRNA/ATAC-seq allows high 
throughput screening of the 
brain (~100ks of cells), leading 
to high power to cluster and 
identify cell types.

+

All spatial information is lost.
Unknown clusters are hard to 
annotate. 

-

*Central blob: group of unannotated cells 
in the fly brain, likely from the central brain.

300k cells
>200 clusters
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The fly is one of the premier neuroscience 
models, with a brain that’s complex enough for 
intricate behaviors, yet small enough to be 
studied in its whole.

Previously, we have generated large single-cell 
atlases of the adult fly brain (RNA+ATAC) and 
of the entire fly (RNA). While these atlases 
allowed us to identify >80 different cell types, 
large groups of cells remained unannotated, 
posing challenges in its interpretation.
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